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Sarah’s group:
● Be yourself
● Lead with confidence
● Attend other classes if you can – familiarize yourself with what the community is

already engaging in
● Address your own preconceived notions and biases before engaging with the

community
● Be honest about your background and experience–don’t misrepresent yourself
● Recognize assets that older adult students bring to the class, even if they don’t

have experience in the art form
● Adjust assignments for students to their level of ability
● Be sure to read the room

Rhynna’s group:
● Build relationships by asking questions of students about their life experiences.

Make them feel valuable
● Ask what they want to learn; what they want to get out of the class
● Build safety in the class for exploring new things
● Have more conversations with students to build trust, especially with a shorter

class setting
● Build connections between older and younger students - intergenerational

exchange. Help find commonalities between students
● Be yourself
● Talk to everybody!!!!  Get to know the staff and what they are responsible for
● Assure students they will be successful in the artform.  Show a positivity

towards their success
● Be outgoing; have a positive attitude and a good sense of humor!  Be

self-deprecating

Jade’s group:
● Be a good listener - absorb what’s going on around you
● Spend time to observe the culture of the community; prepare and ask questions



● See what the community and staff expect
● Be flexible and adapt to situations
● Respect - and learn from - the experience of staff and other faculty
● Be friendly to everyone.  Discover who may be the gatekeeper - or point of

contact - with more direct contact with the older adults.  Don’t forget support
staff - people who easily be overlooked who also have institutional knowledge

● Remembering names helps establish trust
● Sharing with your colleagues is important when establishing work relationships
● Learn from mistakes and experience - ask more questions before class starts

and see who to reach to for support
● Sharing can reduce barriers; try to encourage people who are more quiet to

share their thoughts
● Be yourself

Lynda’s group:
● Demonstrate respect by honoring the interests of participants
● There is a Zen way of being in community; be Zen
● Be flexible and understanding of the needs, interests, and desires of the

participants.  Be sensitive
● Learn about the community ahead of time – find out who contacts are, meet

with those in the know - those who have worked in the community, understand
the culture of the community.  Establish relationships before the start; educate
yourself before beginning and planning

● Trust the staff and those who serve the community
● Understand and engage with cultural differences; ask questions
● Watch assumptions
● Let the interests of the community drive what is offered and how it is offered
● Create a plan
● See yourself as a facilitator and a participant in the learning process and

experience
● Create a comfortable and open atmosphere
● Consider the insular communities; Work to understand the hidden content

(inside jokes, acronyms, shared attitudes, hierarchies) and even the ‘playing
field’ – all are learners and coming together

● Discover community protocols, expectations, and cultures
● Bring humor!
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